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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Disclaimer
This presentation contains general information only and the respective
speakers and represented firms are not, by means of this presentation,
rendering accounting, business, financial, investment, legal, tax, or
other professional advice or services. This presentation is not a
substitute for such professional advice or services, nor should it be used
as a basis for any decision or action that may affect employeer
business. Before making any decision or taking any action that may
affect employeer business, employee should consult a qualified
professional advisor. The respective speakers and firms shall not be
responsible for any loss sustained by any person who relies on this
presentation.
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Agenda
Incentive stock options
Non-qualified stock options
ESPPs, qualified and non
RSUs
Other stock awards
Section 83(i) elections
Underwater stock options
Other considerations
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Stock Options
8

Types of Options
ISO: Incentive Stock Option
◦ Meets the requirements of Section 422 of the Internal Revenue Code, including
all of the following:
◦
◦
◦
◦

Exercise price per share = FMV on date of grant
10 year term from date of grant
Optionee must be an employee on the date of grant
Exercised while optionee is an employee or within three months after termination of
employment (or one year in the event of disability)
◦ No more than $100,000 exercisable in any calendar year as an ISO
◦ Most companies grant ISOs to all employees

NSO or NQSO: Nonqualified Stock Option
◦ Does not meet the requirements of Section 422 of the Internal Revenue Code
◦ Includes options granted outside of an equity incentive plan (non-plan grant) or
to foreign recipients
◦ Most public companies grant NSOs
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Non-Statutory Options: Tax
Consequences
Employee is not taxed at grant or on vesting

Employee is taxed on exercise on the excess of the fair
market value of the stock on the date of exercise over the
exercise price paid for the stock (spread)
◦ Taxed at ordinary income tax rates
◦ Exercise of NSO is subject to IRC Section 83

Employer must collect withholding taxes based on this
spread

The employee’s capital gains holding period begins on the
date of exercise
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Non-Statutory Options cont.
Early Exercise
Startup can grant an option to purchase stock that is not vested “early exercise”
options
83(b) election triggers taxation and starts the capital gains holding period
83(b) election must be filed within 30 days of exercise. If the optionee timely
files a Section 83(b) election:
◦ The optionee includes as ordinary income in the year of exercise the excess of the fair
market value of the stock purchased on the exercise date over the exercise price paid
for the stock (spread)
◦ No additional income is recognized when the stock eventually vests
◦ The capital gains holding period begins on the exercise date as to any gain above the
spread at exercise
◦ Employer must withhold
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Non-Statutory Options cont.
Common Tax Withholding Methods
◦ Cash: The employee pays cash for the exercise price and taxes. The shares
are deposited into the employee’s brokerage account
◦ Same day sale: The options are exercised and all the shares immediately sold
to deliver cash proceeds. Net proceeds after exercise price and tax
withholding are deposited in the employee’s brokerage account
◦ Sell to cover: The options are exercised and enough shares are sold to
provide cash proceeds to cover the exercise price and withholding taxes due.
The net shares are deposited in the employee’s brokerage account
◦ Share withholding: Shares are withheld in lieu of taxes. Net shares are
deposited into the employee’s brokerage account. Company remits the taxes
in cash
Employees may have a choice on tax withholding method
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Non-Statutory Options cont.
The tax event might occur in a year the individual was not
employed by the company

Grant
1/1/2015

1/1/2015

Exercise
1/29/2020

Termination
12/31/2019

1/1/2016

1/1/2017
Time

1/1/2018

Within the post termination period allowed
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1/1/2019

Example Scenario
Alan, a Massachusetts based employee, is granted NSOs on December
1, 2014 for 100 shares at an exercise price of $1 per share
He exercises the NSOs on July 15, 2020 when the FMV is $11 per share
using a same day sale
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For illustrative purposes only

Example 1 – NSOs
Exercise and
Sell*

Exercise 100 NSOs
FMV on exercise date ($11 x 100 shares)

$ 1,100.00

Exercise price ($1 x 100 shares)

$ (100.00)

Spread at exercise

$ 1,000.00

Federal income tax withholding at 22%

$(220.00)

MA income tax withholding at 5%

$ (50.00)

Social Security tax withholding at 6.2%

$ (62.00)

Medicare tax withholding at 1.45%

$ (14.50) $ (346.50)

Net proceeds in brokerage account

$

653.50

* Excluding transaction fees that may be charged by the broker.
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W-2 income

Total taxes

Example 1: W-2 Reporting
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00

$220.00
$62.00
$14.50

V $1,000.00

$1,000.00

$50.00
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Incentive Stock Options: Tax
Consequences
Employee is not taxed at grant or vesting

No regular federal income tax on exercise of an ISO
Long term capital gain treatment on sale if the stock that is purchased is
held for more than one year after the date of exercise and for more
than two years after the grant date

An earlier sale or other disposition (a disqualifying disposition) generally
results in ordinary income tax on the difference between the fair market
value of the stock on the exercise date over the exercise price paid for
the stock (spread)
No employment taxes due on exercise of an ISO
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Incentive Stock Options
cont.
Alternative minimum tax (AMT) may be triggered on exercise

The excess of the fair market value of the stock on the date of exercise
over the exercise price is subject to the alternative minimum tax
The alternative minimum tax paid in connection with ISOs is generally
creditable against future years’ income tax in excess of such years’
alternative minimum tax
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ISO vs. NSO Example
Company grants Employee an option for 100 shares at a strike price of $1.00. Option vests and
becomes exercisable in four equal installments of 25 shares per year. At the end of year 2, she
pays $50 to exercise 50 vested shares when the FMV is $2.50 and sells those 50 shares at the end
of year 5 for $6.00 each.

Timing

If the Option is an ISO

If the Option is a NSO

Grant

No tax

No tax

Exercise of 50
shares in Year 2

No ordinary income tax, but
possibly AMT

Ordinary Income of $75 ($2.5 $1) x 50 shares
** Company withholding
obligation

Sale of 50
shares in Year 5

LTCG of $250 ($6 sale price - $1
price paid) x 50 shares
**watch for disqualifying
dispositions!

LTCG of $175
($6 sale price - $2.5 basis) x 50
shares
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ISO vs. NSO Example
On 1/1/1, Employee receives an early exercisable option for 1,000 shares, when the FMV = $1. The
exercise price is set at $1 (409A value). On 1/2/1, while the FMV is still $1, Employee early exercises
and files an 83(b) election. The shares under the option vest on 1/31/2, when the FMV = $7. On
8/5/2, Employee sells the vested shares, when the FMV = $10.

Date

If option is an ISO
(disqualifying disposition)

If option is a NSO

Grant on 1/1/1
strike price = $1

$0 tax

$0 tax

Early Exercise on 1/2/1,
w/ 83b election at $1

$0 tax

$0 tax ($1 FMV - $1 strike
price)

Vesting on 1/31/2
FMV = $7

$0 tax

$0 tax (no recognition due to
earlier 83b election)

Sale on 8/5/2
FMV = $10

$6 Ordinary Income (no
withholding or payroll tax)
$3 STCG (measure from
vesting)

$9 LTCG (measure from
exercise due to 83b election)
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Incentive Stock Options cont.
Start-up companies usually grant ISOs to their employees

AMT can be a significant disadvantage where the spread on exercise is
substantial
The AMT rate is lower than the ordinary income tax rate on a NSO
No tax deduction on a qualifying disposition, but there is a tax deduction in the
case of disqualifying disposition
Many start-up companies have net operating losses that minimize the value of
the tax deduction for options
Failure to withhold on exercise of a NSO can be a substantial detriment to the
company, since can result in penalties for the company or for individuals within
the company
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ISOs – Tax Basics
ISO Timeline Example
Exercise One Year After Grant
25

Value of Stock Over Time

20
15
10

Disqualifying
Disposition

5

Qualifying Disposition

0
1/1/2014

Grant

1/1/2015

1/1/2016

Exercise
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1/1/2017

1/1/2018

ISOs – Tax Basics
ISO Timeline Example
Exercise Two Years After Grant
25
Value of Stock Over Time
20
15

10

Disqualifying
Disposition

5

Qualifying Disposition

0
1/1/2014

Grant

1/1/2015

1/1/2016

Exercise
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1/1/2017

1/1/2018

ISOs – Reporting
At exercise, the company must
◦ Report the ISO exercise on Form 3921 for the year of exercise

At sale, the company must
◦ Report the ISO exercise on Form W-2 for the year of sale if there is a
disqualifying disposition

At sale, the broker must
◦ Report the proceeds from sale of shares on Form 1099-B

Note: Pennsylvania does not recognize the qualifying nature of ISOs and
ESPPs
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Example Scenario
Alan is granted ISOs on December 1, 2014 for 100 shares at
an exercise price of $1 per share
He exercises the ISOs on July 15, 2020 when the FMV is $11
per share
He sells the shares according to examples:
◦ Example 2: Qualifying Disposition, share price increases after exercise
◦ Example 3: Qualifying Disposition, share price decreases after
exercise
◦ Example 4: Disqualifying Disposition, same day sale / exercise of ISOs
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For illustrative purposes only

Example 2 - ISO Qualifying
Disposition
Exercise 100 ISOs (year of exercise)
FMV on exercise date ($11 x 100
shares)
Exercise price ($1 x 100 shares)
Spread at exercise
Qualifying sale (year of sale)
Sales price ($23 x 100 shares)
Regular tax cost basis ($1 x 100
shares)
Regular tax long term capital gain

$
$
$

1,100.00
(100.00)
1,000.00

$

2,300.00

$
$

(100.00)
2,200.00

* Excluding transaction fees that may be charged by the broker
26

Example 2: W-2 Reporting
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Example 2: Form 3921
Dec 1, 2014
July 15, 2018
1.00
100
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11.00

For illustrative purposes only

Example 3 – ISO Qualifying
Disposition
Exercise 100 ISOs (year of exercise)
FMV on exercise date ($11 x 100 shares)
Exercise price ($1 x 100 shares)
Spread at exercise

$
$
$

1,100.00
(100.00)
1,000.00

Qualifying sale (year of sale)
Sales price ($8 x 100 shares)
Regular tax cost basis ($1 x 100 shares)
Regular tax long term capital gain

$
$
$

800.00
(100.00)
700.00

* Excluding transaction fees that may be charged by the broker
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Example 3: W-2 Reporting
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Example 3: Form 3921
Dec 1, 2014
July 15, 2018
1.00

100
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11.00

For illustrative purposes only

Example 4 – ISO Disqualifying
Disposition
Exercise 100 ISOs (year of exercise)
FMV on exercise date ($11 x 100 shares)
Exercise price ($1 x 100 shares)
Spread at exercise – not subject to
withholding but included as wages on W2
Sale (same day sale)
Sales price ($11 x 100 shares)
Regular tax cost basis ($11 x 100 shares)
Capital gain

$
$

1,100.00
(100.00)

$

1,000.00

$
$
$

1,100.00
(1,100.00)
-

* Excluding transaction fees that may be charged by the broker
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Example 4: W-2 Reporting
$1,000.00

Some
companies
choose to
report in
Box 14 with
custom
code such
as DISO

$1,000.00
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Example 4: Form 3921
Dec 1, 2014
July 15, 2020
1.00
100
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Employee Stock
Purchase Plan
36

Employee Stock Purchase Plan
◦ Governed by Section 423 of the Internal Revenue Code
◦ Purchase price per share = Up to 15% discount on lower
of
◦ FMV on date of grant
◦ FMV on date of purchase

◦ Up to 27 month term from date of grant if priced at
discount
◦ Only employees may participate
◦ Exercised while optionee is an employee or within three
months after termination of employment (or one year in
the event of disability)
◦ No more than $25,000 exercisable in any calendar year
◦ Employers implement through payroll deduction
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How the ESPP Works
Each eligible employee who elects to participate is granted
an option to purchase shares of Company stock
Employer issues shares on last day of purchase period
Contributions are typically made through payroll deduction
Employees are usually asked to elect a payroll deduction
amount
Employees may choose to withdraw from participation at
any time

Purchase period is usually 6 months, but 12 and 24 months
are common
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Definitions of Terms
Offering Period: The period during which the grant price (offering price)
is in effect
Offering (Grant) Date: The first day of the Offering Period
Purchase Date: The last day of each Offering Period
Qualifying Disposition: A qualifying disposition is the sale of stock after
satisfying both IRS holding periods
◦ Two years from the first day of the Offering Period AND
◦ One year from the Purchase Date

Disqualifying Disposition: A disqualifying disposition is the sale of stock
prior to the IRS holding period
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Tax: Qualifying Dispositions
Tax Ramifications:

The gain will be taxed as long term capital gain, taxable at maximum
rate of 20%, except:
The employee will recognize ordinary income on the discount, this is
equal to the lesser of:
◦ The difference between the fair market value of the shares on the date of
the disposition and the purchase price paid, or
◦ 15% of the fair market value of the shares at the start of the Offering Period

Employer has no withholding obligation
Employer must report nominal discount on W-2
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Tax: Disqualifying Dispositions
Tax Ramifications:

The employee will recognize ordinary income equal to the excess of (a)
the fair market value of the shares on the purchase date over (b) the
purchase price paid for the shares
Any additional gain will be capital gain –
◦ long-term if employee held the shares more than 12 months,
◦ short-term if employee held the shares 12 months or less

Ordinary income will be reported on Form W-2 for the year of the
disposition

Employer must report true discount on W-2
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Example of Tax Implication
FMV @ Enrollment
FMV @ Purchase
Purchase Price
Sale Price

$ 15.00
$ 18.00 4/30/2017
$ 12.75
$ 18.75 on 5/1/2017
$ 25.00 on 9/30/19

Qualifying - 2019
Sale Date
9/30/19
Ordinary Income:
$15.00 - $12.75 = $2.25
If taxed @ 37% = $0.81
Long Term Capital Gain:
$25.00 - $15.00 = $10.00
Taxed @ 20% = $2.00
Total Tax =
$2.79/share

Disqualifying - 2017
Sale Date
5/1/17
Ordinary Income:
$18.00 - $12.75 = $5.25
If taxed @ 37% = $1.94
Short Term Capital Gain:
$18.75 - $18.00 = $0.75
If taxed @ 35% = $0.26
Total Tax =
$2.10/share
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ESPP – Reporting
At purchase, the company must
◦ Report the ESPP purchase on Form 3922 for the year legal title transferred
(usually purchase)

At sale, the company must
◦ Report the ESPP income on Form W-2 for the year of sale
◦ No withholding tax obligation

At sale, the broker must
◦ Report the proceeds from sale of shares on Form 1099-B

Note: Pennsylvania does not recognize the qualifying nature of ISOs and
ESPPs
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ESPP – Tax Basics
The tax event might occur in a year the individual was not
employed by the company
30

Value of Stock Option Over Time

25

20
15
10
5
0
1/1/2019

Offer

1/1/2020

Purchase

1/1/2021

Termination
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1/1/2022

1/1/2023

Sale of shares

24 Month Offering Period
The employee’s purchase price is the lower of
85% of the stock price on the offering date or
a)
85% of the stock price on the 1st purchase date
b)
85% of the stock price on the 2nd purchase date
c)
85% of the stock price on the 3rd purchase date
d)
85% of the stock price on the 4th purchase date
25
20
15
10
5
0

First day of offering period

Purchase date
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Example:
• Fair market value on first day of
offering period: $15
• Fair market value on 1st purchase
date: $20
• Purchase price: $12.75 (85% of
$15)
• Fair market value on 2nd purchase
date $10
• Purchase Price $8.50 (85% of
$10)
Discount

For illustrative purposes only

Example 5 - ESPP Qualifying
Disposition
Purchase 100 shares (year of purchase)
FMV on purchase date ($20 x 100 shares)
Purchase price ($12.75 x 100 shares)
Discount

$
$
$

2,000.00
(1,275.00)
725.00

Qualifying sale (year of sale)
Sales price ($21 x 100 shares)
Cost basis (($12.75 + $2.25) x 100 shares)
Long term capital gain

$
$
$

2,100.00
(1,500.00)
600.00

Amount included on W-2 in year of sale
(($15-$12.75) x 100)

$

•

Excluding transaction fees that may be charged by the broker
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225.00

Example 5: W-2 Reporting
(Year of Sale)
$225.00

$225.00
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Example 5: Form 3922
Dec 20, 2017
June 20, 2018
15.00
12.75
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20.00

Example 6 – ESPP Qualifying
Disposition
The employee’s purchase price is the lower of
a)
b)

85% of the stock price on the offering date
85% of the stock price on the purchase date
25

Example:
• Fair market value on first day of
offering period: $15
• Fair market value on purchase
date: $10
• Purchase price: $8.50 (85% of
$10)

20
15
10
5

Discount

0

First day of offering period

Purchase date
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For illustrative purposes only

Example 6 - ESPP Qualifying
Disposition
Purchase 100 shares (year of purchase)
FMV on purchase date ($10 x 100 shares)
Purchase price ($8.50 x 100 shares)
Discount

$
$
$

1,000.00
(850.00)
150.00

Qualifying sale (year of sale)
Sales price ($21 x 100 shares)
Cost basis (($8.50 + $1.50) x 100 shares)
Long term capital gain

$
$
$

2,100.00
(1,000.00)
1,100.00

Amount included on W-2 in year of sale
(($10- $8.50) x 100)

$

•

Excluding transaction fees that may be charged by the broker

50

150.00

Example 6: W-2 Reporting
$150.00

$150.00
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Example 6: Form 3922
Dec 20, 2017
June 20, 2018
15.00
8.50
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10.00

Example 7 – Disqualifying
Disposition
The employee’s purchase price is the lower of
a)
b)

85% of the stock price on the offering date
85% of the stock price on the purchase date

25

20
Discount

15

Example:
• Fair market value on first day of
offering period: $15
• Fair market value on purchase
date: $20
• Purchase price: $12.75 (85% of
$15)

$12.75
10

5

0
1/1/2019 2/1/2019 3/1/2019 4/1/2019 5/1/2019 6/1/2019
First day of offering period
Purchase date
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For illustrative purposes only

Example 7 - ESPP Disqualifying
Disposition
Purchase 100 shares (year of purchase)
FMV on purchase date ($20 x 100 shares)
Purchase price ($12.75 x 100 shares)
Discount

$
$
$

2,000.00
(1,275.00)
725.00

Disqualifying sale (year of sale)
Sales price ($21 x 100 shares)
Cost basis ($20 x 100 shares)
Short term capital gain

$
$
$

2,100.00
(2,000.00)
100.00

Amount included on W-2 in year of sale (($20 - $12.75)
x 100)

$

725.00

• Excluding transaction fees that may be charged by the broker
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Example 7: W-2 Reporting
$725.00

$725.00
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Example 7: Form 3922
Dec 20, 2017
June 20, 2018
15.00

12.75
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20.00

Restricted Stock
Units (RSUs)
57

Restricted Stock Units (RSUs)
An RSU is the right to receive from the company, after vesting, a
specified number of shares of common stock
RSUs can be settled in cash, but that feature is not discussed here
If the employee fails to satisfy the vesting requirements, the RSU is
simply forfeited. If the employee satisfies the vesting requirements, the
company issues shares of common stock following the vesting date -referred to as “settlement”
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RSUs cont.
A holder of an RSU is not the beneficial owner of the underlying shares

Property is not transferred when an RSU is granted and the RSU holder is not
taxed until the RSU vests and is settled
Settlement can be delayed beyond the vesting date, which allows for some tax
planning; however, RSUs could be subject to Section 409A, which can lead to
severe tax penalties if the complex payment rules of Section 409A are violated

Vesting can be delayed to a liquidity event
◦ Then taxes can be paid out of cash from liquidity event
RSUs typically cover fewer shares than a comparable stock option award.
◦ Because they retain value regardless of the performance of the start-up
company’s stock price (unless the stock price goes to zero)
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RSUs - Tax Consequences
RSUs are generally taxed at ordinary income rates on settlement. Any
payment of stock on settlement is compensation income and is subject
to federal income tax at ordinary income rates
Employer must withhold the taxes due on settlement
A subsequent sale of the shares is eligible for long term capital gain
treatment if shares are held for 1 more year or longer
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RSUs - Tax Consequences
cont.
Employment taxes, including taxes under IRC Section 3121(v)(2)(A) (for
FICA) and Section 3306(r)(2) (for FUTA), are due on vesting of the RSU
Under a nonduplication rule in IRC Section 3121(v)(2)(B), since the RSUs
are taken into account at vesting, the value of the RSUs are not subject
to FICA or FUTA taxes again when the RSUs are actually settled
The amount includible in income is based on the value on vesting for
FICA and FUTA purposes and the value on settlement for income tax
purposes
Under a rule of convenience, Treas. Reg Section 31.3121(v)(2)1(d)(2)(ii), FICA taxes may be paid later in the same year
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RSUs - Tax Consequences
cont.
No 83(b) election is possible because property is not considered
to be transferred at the time an RSU is granted
Long term capital gain treatment is possible only on the
subsequent increase in the value of shares after settlement
Generally, the company is entitled to a tax deduction in the
amount, and at the time, the employee recognizes ordinary
income, i.e., on settlement of the RSU
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Example of RSU
In Year 1, the Company awarded RSU for 80 shares to John, vesting 40 in October of each
year, and settle in shares in November of the year of vesting. FMV is $1 and $2 per share in
Years 1-2, respectively. He sells the 120 shares in December Year 2 for $5 per share
Event

Taxation

Grant

No tax

Year 1

OI of $40 ($1 FMV x 40 shares) upon settlement.

* Company must withhold.
Year 2

OI of $80 ($2 FMV x 40 shares) upon settlement.

* Company must withhold.
Dec Yr 2

LTCG of $160 ($5 - $1 basis in first 40) x 40 shares
STCG of $120 ($5 - $2 basis in second 40) x 40 shares
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Example 8 – RSUs
(Net share withholding)
Vest and release - 100 RSUs
FMV on release date ($10 x 100 shares)

$ 1,000.00

Federal income tax withholding at 22%

$(220.00)

California state tax withholding at 10.23%

$(102.30)

Social Security tax withholding at 6.2%

$ (62.00)

Medicare tax withholding at 1.45%

$ (14.50)

CA SDI at 1%

$ (10.00) $ (408.80)

Net shares needed for withholding

W-2 Income

Total taxes

41

Total taxes

$

410.00

Net shares in brokerage account

59

* Excluding transaction fees that may be charged by the broker
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Additional $1.20
put towards
Federal taxes

Example 8: W-2 Reporting
$1,000.00
$1,000.00

$220.00
$62.00

$1,000.00

$14.50
Box 12 is
left empty

$1,000.00 $102.30
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$1,000.00

CASDI $10.00

Some
companies
choose to
report in
Box 14 with
custom
code such
as RSU

Other Stock
Awards
67

Restricted Stock
Restricted stock is stock that is subject to certain contractual restrictions
on its ownership, typically including:
◦ Restrictions on transfer or resale
◦ The company’s right to repurchase the stock upon the employee’s
termination of employment
On the date restricted stock is granted, the employee becomes the
owner of record of the restricted stock
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Restricted Stock
cont.
Restricted stock vests (lapse of repurchase right) based on continued
service or employment
Vesting period typically 4 or 5 years with a one-year cliff, followed by
ratable monthly vesting
The repurchase price for the unvested shares is typically
◦ the original cost of the equity or
◦ the lower of the original cost of the equity or the fair market value of
the shares on the date of termination
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Restricted Stock - Tax
Consequences
No tax on grant if unvested BUT

In the year the restricted stock vests, the employee must include as ordinary
income the excess of the fair market value of the stock on the date of vesting
over the amount paid for the stock on the date of grant, if any (the spread)
For a start-up company employee, paying tax as the shares vest could be an
insurmountable financial obligation if value of the shares increases over time

If employee files 83(b) election, employee is taxed on spread at grant; rather
than spread on each of the vesting dates
83(b) election is sensible choice if value is low and no liquidity
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Restricted Stock cont.
Restricted stock awards constitute wages subject to tax withholding by
the company
If Employee fails to file a Section 83(b) election: on each vesting date
Employer must collect income and employment taxes and remit to the
IRS and any state tax authority
Employer must receive proof of timely filing – lack of proof requires
withholding; this leads to problems in acquisitions
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Example of Restricted Stock
On 1/1/1, the Company sells 75 unvested shares to John for $1 each, the FMV per share on that date. 25
shares vest on each of 12/31/2, 12/31/3, and 12/31/4. The FMV was $2, $3, and $4 at the end of years 2-4,
respectively. He sells all shares in May of Year 5 for $10
If John files an 83b
election.

If John doesn’t file an 83b election.

Year 1

Ordinary income (OI) of
$0 ($1 FMV - $1 basis)
* Company must
withhold if there is gain

Ordinary income of $0
($0 appreciation x shares) no shares vested
* Company must withhold if there is gain

Year 2

No OI

Ordinary income of $25
($1 appreciation x 25 shares) * Company must withhold

Year 3

No OI

Ordinary income of $50
($2 appreciation x 25 shares) * Company must withhold

Year 4

No OI

Ordinary income of $75
($3 appreciation x 25 shares) * Company must withhold

Year 5

LTCG of $900 ($9 spread
x 100 shares)

LTCG of $750, of which $175 is STCG since the 25 shares
vested in year 4 did not meet a 1 year holding period = ($7
appreciation from new basis in year 4 x 25 shares)
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Restricted Stock - Tax Consequences
Generally, the company is entitled to a tax deduction in the amount,
and at the time, the employee recognizes ordinary income
Therefore, if an employee files a Section 83(b) election, the employer
can deduct the award as a compensation expense at the time of grant,
rather than waiting until vesting
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Section 83(i)
Equity Deferral
Elections
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Section 83(i) Equity Deferral
Elections
Code Section 83(i) allows deferral of income tax on the receipt or vesting of
qualified stock for up to 5 years
◦ A “Qualified Employee” is an employee who is not and has not been:
◦ (1) CEO or CFO (or a family member of such person),
◦ (2) a 1% or more owner (or family member of such person) of the Company’s capital stock or
voting power, or
◦ (3) among the 4 highest compensated officers of the Company
◦ “Qualified Stock” means shares issued upon the exercise of a stock option or the settlement of
RSUs which were granted in connection with the performance of services during a calendar year in
which the company was an eligible corporation
◦ Applies to grants made prior to 2018, but only if underlying shares vest or vested after January
1, 2018
◦ Does not include stock the employee may sell
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Eligible Corporations
An “Eligible Corporation” is a privately held company that has a written plan
under which at least 80% of its U.S. employees were granted stock options or
80% granted RSUs to acquire qualified stock
◦ “Eligible Corporation” determination made on a calendar year basis
◦ Each of the options or each of the RSUs must offer “same rights and privileges”
◦ Satisfaction of the 80% requirement is based solely on the stock options or RSUs granted under a
written plan in that calendar year (can’t mix and match)
◦

The 80% calculation accounts for the total number of individuals employed at any time during a
calendar year and total number of employees receiving grants during that year

◦ The “same rights and privileges” rule does not apply for grants made prior to 2018 and must be
interpreted on a reasonable good faith basis until further IRS guidance or regulations are issued
on the matter
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Tax Considerations: Employee
Deferral Period. Upon making the election, an employee does not incur income tax until
the earliest of the following dates:
◦ (1) the stock becomes transferable (including by company repurchase);
◦ (2) the employee becomes an excluded employee;
◦ (3) stock becomes tradeable on an established securities market;
◦ (4) 5 years from the date the stock first became vested or was transferred to the employee; or
◦ (5) the date the employee revokes the election

Tax Owed Locked In at Election. The amount of income tax owed on the stock is based on
its FMV at the time stock originally vested or was transferred to the employee, even if
stock later loses value
Employer Can Block. The terms of the employee’s stock option or RSU may provide that
no 83(i) election is available
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Tax Considerations: Employer
Withholding Obligations. The Company’s withholding obligations are delayed until the
end of the deferral period, but based on value at vesting/settlement
◦ Company’s withholding obligation for payroll taxes (FICA, Medicare) arises at the time a stock
award is exercised or settled

Escrow. Deferral stock must be deposited into escrow before the end of the calendar year
during which the election is made. The deferral stock must remain in escrow until:
◦ (1) Any date between the date of income inclusion and March 31 of the following calendar year if
the company removes and retains the number of shares of deferral stock with a FMV equal to the
withholding obligation that has not been recovered by other means; or
◦ (2) the corporation has otherwise recovered from the employee an amount equal to the
corresponding withholding obligation

The company and the employee must agree to deposit the deferral stock into an escrow
arrangement
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Underwater Stock
Options
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Underwater Stock Options
Reprice existing option

Exchange for new awards (stock option or RSU)
Grant more equity awards or out-of-cycle awards
Less common strategies
◦ Cash-settle
◦ Buy-out

Don’t forget
accounting,
securities and
governance
issues

Cash retention bonuses

Considerations for terminating employees
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Underwater Stock Options
Private companies often do straight repricings
Company may quickly provide new options with lower
exercise prices
Overhang of unexercised options will not be increased
Public companies usually “charge” the employee
something for the lower price
Fairness to investors
Investor confidence potentially weakened because the
repricing may signal that the company does not expect to
regain its earlier value
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Underwater Stock Options
TAXATION

For ISO purposes, repricing is a “material modification” and considered a regrant of ISO
ISO statutory holding periods will restart due to the “material modification”
The amount of ISOs that may first become exercisable in any calendar year
is limited to that number of shares having a fair market value (determined
on the date of grant) of not more than $100,000
Double counting of $100,000 limit
LABOR LAW
Repricing vested options for non-exempt employees may cause over-time
pay issues; this can be mitigated by making the options not exercisable for
the first 6 months after repricing
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Underwater Stock Options
ACCOUNTING

ASC 718 requires the fair value of the new (repriced) option minus the
current fair value of the cancelled options to be recorded as
compensation expense over the remaining vesting period of the new
(repriced) options or other securities
Ongoing compensation charges associated with cancelled options are
not eliminated, even if the compensation charges associated with the
new (repriced) options are lower than the original compensation
charges
Consult with outside accountants to review the specific terms of any
accounting implications
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Other
Considerations
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Section 409A and Valuation Issues
For stock options to be exempt from 409A, the
exercise price must equal the fair market value of
the stock at the time of grant
Companies can establish a defensible FMV by using
an IRS-approved valuation method
Generally, an option must be granted by the service
recipient or its parent

Beware of grants by brother-sister entities
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Section 409A and Valuation Issues cont.
Severe tax penalties under Section 409A for non-exempt, noncompliant stock options: optionee recognizes taxable income
equal to the untaxed spread between the exercise price and the
fair market value of the shares as the option vests and remains
outstanding
The optionee is taxed on income the optionee does not actually
receive, from shares that may not then or ever be saleable
Employee pays an additional 20% federal tax, in addition to
regular Federal income and employment taxes; there may also be
state taxes

Employer must withhold income and employment taxes (but not
the additional Section 409A tax)
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Section 409A and Valuation Issues cont.
How to determine the fair market value of a share of
illiquid stock of startup?
Fair market value of the stock of a company that is not readily
tradable on an established securities market determined by the
consistent application of a reasonable valuation method.
Whether a valuation method is reasonable, or whether the
application of the valuation method is reasonable, is determined
based on facts and circumstances
Section 409A offers safe harbor methods for valuation:
◦ Independent appraisal
◦ Formula valuation
◦ Start-up company valuation
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Section 409A and Valuation Issues cont.
▪ INDEPENDENT APPRAISAL
▪ Venture-backed companies routinely rely on professional
independent appraisals to determine fair market value.
▪ An independent valuation can be relied on for up to 12
months
◦ unless there are intervening events that would materially
impact the FMV
◦ Examples: a financing or receipt of a term sheet for an
acquisition
▪ FORMULA VALUATION METHOD NOT USED
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Section 409A and Valuation Issues cont.
START-UP COMPANY VALUATION (by internal expert)

Method is rarely used due to:
◦ Burdensome requirement to memorialize the analysis in
writing
◦ The appraiser must have significant experience,
education, and training (e.g., 5 years of valuation-like
experience), and
◦ Fear of exposing to liability the company’s internal
finance experts
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Section 409A and Valuation Issues cont.
Burden of Proof
Consistent use of a safe harbor valuation method shifts the burden
of proving that the FMV determination is reasonable to the Internal
Revenue Service. IRS would have to prove the fair market value
determination is grossly unreasonable
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Performance Awards
Less common; serve narrow purposes for private companies

Public companies use performance awards to support pay
for performance compensation philosophy
Review targets

Financial metrics
New grants
◦ Determining goals and targets

Selling shares to cover taxes at a later date
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Selling Shares to Pay Taxes
Employees who need to sell shares to cover the taxes may find they need
to sell more shares than their tax rate to cover taxes
For example:
Employee vests in 1,000 RSU over DJIA shares on February 20, 2020
FMV = $29.36
Taxable income = $29,360
Withholding rate is 22% ($6,459.20)
Employee tax rate is 33% ($9,688.80)
Employee sells shares on May 2, 2020 to pay the additional taxes
when FMV = $23.36
Shares sold 138
28 additional shares sold
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COVID-19 Related Mobility

Mobility issues can be domestic or international
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International
QUICK NOTE
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Non-U.S. Taxation
Taxation outside the U.S. varies widely
◦ Do employer homework before making any promises to make grants!

Examples of common issues
◦ Stock options (sometimes) and RSAs (often) can be taxable at grant
◦ Tax withholding may be required
◦ Some countries assess the employer for the taxes if there is a failure to withhold

◦ Employer social taxes can be high and uncapped
◦ ISOs and ESPP do not receive preferential tax treatment outside the U.S.
◦ Employees who move overseas will likely have a trailing tax liability and will
owe taxes to the U.S. even if the exercise occurs after they are established
elsewhere, even if they are not U.S. citizens
◦ Securities, labor laws and foreign exchange laws should be reviewed
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Questions & Contacts
Shawn E. Lampron

Marlene Zobayan

slampron@fenwick.com

mzobayan@rutlen.com

(650) 335-7642

(650) 868-9282
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